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Recap: Codesign

• Codesign: intrinsic development 
loop between algorithm design, 
training, and implementation 


• Compression

• Maintain high performance while 

removing redundant operations

• Quantization

• Reduce precision from 32-bit 

floating point to 16-bit, 8-bit, …

• Parallelization

• Balance parallelization (how fast) 

with resources needed (how 
costly)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.06913


Recap: Quantization types

Jennifer Ngadiuba - hls4ml: deep neural networks in FPGAs25.04.2018
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ap_fixed<width,integer> • Quantify the performance of the classifier with the AUC 

• Expected AUC = AUC achieved by 32-bit floating point 
inference of the neural network 
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Figure 1: Quantization mapping of real values to int8

3 Quantization Fundamentals

We focus on uniform integer quantization as it enables computing matrix multiplications and convolutions in the integer
domain, allowing the use of high throughput integer math pipelines. Uniform quantization can be divided in to two
steps. First, choose the range of the real numbers to be quantized, clamping the values outside this range. Second, map
the real values to integers representable by the bit-width of the quantized representation (round each mapped real value
to the closest integer value).

In this Section we will consider higher precision floating-point formats like fp16 and fp32 to be real numbers for
the purpose of discussion. Enabling integer operations in a pre-trained floating-point neural network requires two
fundamental operations:

Quantize: convert a real number to a quantized integer representation (e.g. from fp32 to int8).

Dequantize: convert a number from quantized integer representation to a real number (e.g. from int32 to fp16).

We will first define the quantize and dequantize operations in Section 3.1 and discuss their implications in neural
network quantization in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Then we will discuss how the real ranges are chosen in Section 3.4.

3.1 Range Mapping

Let [�,↵] be the range of representable real values chosen for quantization and b be the bit-width of the signed integer
representation. Uniform quantization transforms the input value x 2 [�,↵] to lie within [�2b�1, 2b�1 � 1], where
inputs outside the range are clipped to the nearest bound. Since we are considering only uniform transformations,
there are only two choices for the transformation function: f(x) = s · x+ z and its special case f(x) = s · x, where
x, s, z 2 R. In this paper we refer to these two choices as affine and scale, respectively.

3.1.1 Affine Quantization

Affine quantization maps a real value x 2 R to a b-bit signed integer xq 2 {�2b�1,�2b�1 + 1, . . . , 2b�1 � 1}.
Equations 1 and 2 define affine transformation function, f(x) = s · x+ z:

s =
2b � 1

↵� �
(1)

z = � round(� · s)� 2b�1 (2)

where s is the scale factor and z is the zero-point - the integer value to which the real value zero is mapped. In the 8-bit
case, s = 255

↵�� and z = �round(� · s)� 128. Note that z is rounded to an integer value so that the real value of zero
is exactly representable. This will result in a slight adjustment to the real representable range [�,↵] [20].
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arXiv:2004.09602

• Quantization: using reduced precision for parameters and operations

• Fixed-point precision


• Affine integer quantization
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.09602.pdf


Affine integer quantization arXiv:2004.09602

MIT 6.S965: TinyML and Efficient Deep Learning Computing https://efficientml.ai

Linear Quantization
An affine mapping of integers to real numbers r = S(q − Z)

46
Quantization and Training of Neural Networks for Efficient Integer-Arithmetic-Only Inference  [Jacob et al., CVPR 2018]
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Post-training quantization vs. quantization-aware training

© Amir Gholami, UCB
Berkeley  EE290, 2021Post Training Quantization (PTQ)

vs Quantization Aware Training (QAT)

21Slide from D. Peri, J. Patel, J.Park, Deploying Quantization-Aware Trained Networks Using TensorRT, 2020. 5



Post-training quantization

• General strategy: avoid overflows in integer bit then scan the decimal bit until 
reaching optimal performance

Full performance  
with 8 fractional bits

Jennifer Ngadiuba - hls4ml: deep neural networks in FPGAs25.04.2018
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ap_fixed<width,integer> • Quantify the performance of the classifier with the AUC 

• Expected AUC = AUC achieved by 32-bit floating point 
inference of the neural network 
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Full performance  
with 6 integer bits
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Quantization-aware training: how does it work?

© Amir Gholami, UCB
Berkeley  EE290, 2021Fake Quantization!

26

Fake Quantization:

Integer-only 
Quantization

INT4

INT4

Weights

X

FP32 
Multiply Accumulate

+ INT4

FP32 -> INT4
Requantization

Activations

ai4 = Int(
afp32

Sa
)
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W fp32 = (Sw,W
i4)fp32
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i4)fp32
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Z. Yao*, Z. Dong*, Z. Zheng*, A. Gholami*, E. Tan, J. Li, L. Yuan, Q. Huang, Y. Wang, M. W. Mahoney, K. Keutzer, 
HAWQ-V3: Dyadic Neural Network Quantization in Mixed Precision, arxiv:2011.10680, 2020. 

• Fake quantization: using 32-bit floating-point math under the hood

• Straight-through estimator: during backpropagation, ignore quantization 

operation (treat as identity)
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Quantization-aware training
• Full performance with 6 bits 

instead of 14 bits 

• Much smaller fraction of 

resources

• Area & power scale 

quadratically with bit width

arXiv:2006.10159
Xilinx VU9P

ric cannot comprehensively reflect the performance of deep
learning (DL) accelerators. They investigate the impact of
various frequently-used hardware optimizations on a typi-
cal DL accelerator and quantify their effects on accuracy
and throughout under-representative DL inference workloads.
Their major conclusion is that high hardware throughput is
not necessarily highly correlated with the end-to-end high
inference throughput of data feeding between host CPUs and
AI accelerators. Finally, Baskin et al. [3] propose to gener-
alize FLOPS and OPS by taking into account the bitwidth
of each operand as well as the operation type. The resulting
metric, named BOPS (binary operations), allows area estima-
tion of quantized neural networks including cases of mixed
quantization.

The aforementioned metrics do not provide any insight on
the amount of silicon resources needed to implement them.
Our work, accordingly, functions as a bridge between the
CNN workload complexity and the real power/area estima-
tion.

3. COMPLEXITY METRIC
In this section, we describe our hardware-aware complexity

metric (HCM), which takes into account the CNN topology,
and define the design rules of efficient implementation of
quantized neural networks. The HCM metric assesses two
elements: the computation complexity, which quantifies the
hardware resources needed to implement the CNN on silicon,
and the communication complexity, which defines the mem-
ory access pattern and bandwidth. We describe the changes
resulting from switching from a floating-point representation
to a fixed-point one, and then present our computation and
communication complexity metrics. All results for the fixed-
point multiplication presented in this section are based on the
Synopsys standard library multiplier using TSMC’s 28nm
process.

3.1 The impact of quantization on hardware
implementation

Currently, the most common representation of weights and
activations for training and inference of CNNs is either 32-
bit or 16-bit floating-point numbers. The fixed-point MAC
operation, however, requires significantly fewer hardware
resources, even for the same input bitwidth. To illustrate this
fact, we generated two multipliers: one for 32-bit floating-
point1 and the other for 32-bit fixed-point operands. The
results in Table 1 show that a fixed-point multiplier uses ap-
proximately eight time less area, gates, and power than the
floating-point counterpart. Next, we generated a convolution
with a k ⇥ k kernel, a basic operation in CNNs consisting of
k2 MAC operations per output value. After switching from
floating-point to fixed-point, we explored the area of a single
processing engine (PE) with variable bitwidth. Note that ac-
cumulator size depends on the network architecture: the maxi-
mal bitwidth of the output value is bwba+ log2(k2)+ log2(n),
where n is number of input features. Since the extreme values
are very rare, however, it is often possible to reduce the accu-
mulator width without harming the accuracy of the network
[6].

1FPU100 from https://opencores.org/projects/fpu100
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Figure 2: Area (A) vs. bitwidth (b) for a 3 ⇥ 3 PE with a
single input and output channel. All weights and activations
use the same bitwidth and the accumulator width is 4 bit
larger, which is enough to store the result. The quadratic fit
is A = 12.39b2 + 86.07b � 14.02 with goodness of fit R2 =
0.9999877.

Fig. 2 shows the silicon area of the PE as a function of
the bitwidth. We performed a polynomial regression and ob-
served a quadratic dependence of the PE area on the bitwidth,
with the coefficient of determination R2 = 0.9999877. This
nonlinear dependency demonstrates that quantization impact
a network hardware resources is quadratic: reducing bitwidth
of the operands by half reduces area and, by proxy, power ap-
proximately by a factor of four (contrary to what is assumed
by, e.g., Mishra et al. [20]).

3.2 Computation
We now present the BOPS metric defined in Baskin et al.

[3] as our computation complexity metric. In particular, we
show that BOPS can be used as an estimator for the area
of the accelerator. The area, in turn, is found to be linearly
related to the power in case of the PEs.

The computation complexity metric describes the amount
of arithmetic “work” needed to calculate the entire network
or a single layer. BOPS is defined as the number of bit opera-
tions required to perform the calculation: the multiplication
of n-bit number by m-bit number requires n ·m bit operations,
while addition requires max(n,m) bit operations. In partic-
ular, Baskin et al. [3] show that a k ⇥ k convolutional layer
with ba-bit activations and bw-bit weights requires

BOPS = mnk2�babw +ba +bw + log2(nk2)
�

(1)

bit operations, where n and m are, respectively, the number
of input and output features of the layer. The formula takes
into account the width of the accumulator required to accom-
modate the intermediate calculations, which depends on n.
The BOPS of an entire network is calculated as a sum of
the BOPS of the individual layers. Creating larger accelera-
tors that can process more layers in parallel involves simply
replicating the same individual PE design.

In Fig. 3, we calculated BOPS values for the PEs from
Fig. 2 and plotted them against the area. We conclude that
for a single PE with variable bitwidth, BOPS can be used to
predict the PE area with high accuracy.

3
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Pruning + quantization-aware training

• Quantization-aware pruning (QAP): 
iterative pruning can further reduce the 
hardware computational complexity of a 
quantized model


• After QAP, the 6-bit, 80% pruned model 
achieves a factor of 50 reduction in 
BOPs compared to the 32-bit, unpruned 
model 

• Study using Brevitas
Bit operations (BOPs) definition:  

arXiv:1804.10969

arXiv:2102.11289
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Hessian-aware quantization (HAWQ)
• Hessian of loss can provide additional guidance about quantization!

• Flat loss landscape: Lower bit width

• Sharp loss landscape: Higher bit width© Amir Gholami, UCB

Berkeley  EE290, 2021Flat Loss Landscape à Low Bit Precision

31

• Uniform quantization is a linear mapping from floating point values to quantized integer values

Floating Point values

4-bit Quantization
0 1 14 15

Flat Loss Landscape

…

© Amir Gholami, UCB
Berkeley  EE290, 2021Sharp Loss Landscape à High Bit Precision Needed

32

• Uniform quantization is a linear mapping from floating point values to quantized integer values

Floating Point values

8-bit Quantization

Sharp Loss Landscape

0 1 254 255

…

arXiv:2011.10680
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Recap: Pruning and quantization
• Pruning and quantization can be used post-training to compress models

• They can also be used more effectively during training to achieve even higher 

levels of compression 
 
 
 

• But so far we haven’t touch the model architecture?

• Are there compression schemes that do that?

• Yes, knowledge distillation!

11



Challenge: tiny models are hard to train
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Tiny models are hard to train
Tiny models underfit large datasets

6
Network Augmentation for Tiny Deep Learning [Cai et al., ICLR 2022]
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Question: Can we help the training of tiny models with large models?

Training curve for ResNet50 Training curve for MobileNetV2-Tiny



Knowledge distillation
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Knowledge Distillation

7
Distilling the Knowledge in a Neural Network [Hinton et al., NeurIPS Workshops 2014]
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Distilling the Knowledge in a Neural Network
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Abstract

A very simple way to improve the performance of almost any machine learning
algorithm is to train many different models on the same data and then to average
their predictions [3]. Unfortunately, making predictions using a whole ensemble
of models is cumbersome and may be too computationally expensive to allow de-
ployment to a large number of users, especially if the individual models are large
neural nets. Caruana and his collaborators [1] have shown that it is possible to
compress the knowledge in an ensemble into a single model which is much eas-
ier to deploy and we develop this approach further using a different compression
technique. We achieve some surprising results on MNIST and we show that we
can significantly improve the acoustic model of a heavily used commercial system
by distilling the knowledge in an ensemble of models into a single model. We also
introduce a new type of ensemble composed of one or more full models and many
specialist models which learn to distinguish fine-grained classes that the full mod-
els confuse. Unlike a mixture of experts, these specialist models can be trained
rapidly and in parallel.

1 Introduction

Many insects have a larval form that is optimized for extracting energy and nutrients from the envi-
ronment and a completely different adult form that is optimized for the very different requirements
of traveling and reproduction. In large-scale machine learning, we typically use very similar models
for the training stage and the deployment stage despite their very different requirements: For tasks
like speech and object recognition, training must extract structure from very large, highly redundant
datasets but it does not need to operate in real time and it can use a huge amount of computation.
Deployment to a large number of users, however, has much more stringent requirements on latency
and computational resources. The analogy with insects suggests that we should be willing to train
very cumbersome models if that makes it easier to extract structure from the data. The cumbersome
model could be an ensemble of separately trained models or a single very large model trained with
a very strong regularizer such as dropout [9]. Once the cumbersome model has been trained, we
can then use a different kind of training, which we call “distillation” to transfer the knowledge from
the cumbersome model to a small model that is more suitable for deployment. A version of this
strategy has already been pioneered by Rich Caruana and his collaborators [1]. In their important
paper they demonstrate convincingly that the knowledge acquired by a large ensemble of models
can be transferred to a single small model.

A conceptual block that may have prevented more investigation of this very promising approach is
that we tend to identify the knowledge in a trained model with the learned parameter values and this
makes it hard to see how we can change the form of the model but keep the same knowledge. A more
abstract view of the knowledge, that frees it from any particular instantiation, is that it is a learned

∗Also affiliated with the University of Toronto and the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research.
†Equal contribution.
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Illustration of KD
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Illustration of knowledge distillation

8
Knowledge Distillation: A Survey [Gou et al., IJCV 2020]
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Illustration of KD
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Intuition of knowledge distillation
Matching prediction probabilities between teacher and student
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Intuition of knowledge distillation
Matching prediction probabilities between teacher and student
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Intuition of knowledge distillation
Concept of temperature

11
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A larger temperature smooths the output probability distribution.



Formal definition of KD
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Formal Definition of KD

• Neural networks typically use a softmax function to generate the logits  to class probabilities

. Here, , where  is the number of classes.  is the 

temperature, which is normally set to 1.


• The goal of knowledge distillation is to align the class probability distributions from teacher 
and student networks.

zi

p(zi, T) = exp(zi/T)
∑j exp(zj /T) i, j = 0,1,2,...,C − 1 C T

12
Distilling the Knowledge in a Neural Network [Hinton et al., NeurIPS Workshops 2014]



KD summary2 Jianping Gou1 et al.
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Fig. 1 The generic teacher-student framework for knowledge distillation.

2) model compression and acceleration techniques, in
the following categories (Cheng et al., 2018).

• Parameter pruning and sharing: These methods fo-
cus on removing inessential parameters from deep
neural networks without any significant effect on the
performance. This category is further divided into
model quantization (Wu et al., 2016), model bina-
rization (Courbariaux et al., 2015), structural matri-
ces (Sindhwani et al., 2015) and parameter sharing
(Han et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019f).

• Low-rank factorization: These methods identify re-
dundant parameters of deep neural networks by em-
ploying the matrix and tensor decomposition (Yu et al.,
2017; Denton et al., 2014).

• Transferred compact convolutional filters: These meth-
ods remove inessential parameters by transferring
or compressing the convolutional filters (Zhai et al.,
2016).

• Knowledge distillation (KD): These methods distill
the knowledge from a larger deep neural network into
a small network (Hinton et al., 2015).

A comprehensive review on model compression and
acceleration is outside the scope of this paper. The
focus of this paper is knowledge distillation, which
has received increasing attention from the research
community in recent years. Large deep neural networks
have achieved remarkable success with good perfor-
mance, especially in the real-world scenarios with large-
scale data, because the over parameterization improves
the generalization performance when new data is con-
sidered (Zhang et al., 2018; Brutzkus and Globerson,
2019; Allen-Zhu et al., 2019; Arora et al., 2018; Tu et al.,
2020). However, the deployment of deep models in mo-
bile devices and embedded systems is a great challenge,

due to the limited computational capacity and memory
of the devices. To address this issue, Bucilua et al.
(2006) first proposed model compression to transfer
the information from a large model or an ensem-
ble of models into training a small model without a
significant drop in accuracy. The knowledge transfer
between a fully-supervised teacher model and a stu-
dent model using the unlabeled data is also intro-
duced for semi-supervised learning (Urner et al., 2011).
The learning of a small model from a large model
is later formally popularized as knowledge distilla-
tion (Hinton et al., 2015). In knowledge distillation, a
small student model is generally supervised by a large
teacher model (Bucilua et al., 2006; Ba and Caruana,
2014; Hinton et al., 2015; Urban et al., 2017). The main
idea is that the student model mimics the teacher model
in order to obtain a competitive or even a superior
performance. The key problem is how to transfer the
knowledge from a large teacher model to a small student
model. Basically, a knowledge distillation system is
composed of three key components: knowledge, dis-
tillation algorithm, and teacher-student architecture.
A general teacher-student framework for knowledge
distillation is shown in Fig. 1.

Although the great success in practice, there are not
too many works on either the theoretical or empirical
understanding of knowledge distillation (Urner et al.,
2011; Cheng et al., 2020; Phuong and Lampert, 2019a;
Cho and Hariharan, 2019). Specifically, Urner et al. (2011)
proved that the knowledge transfer from a teacher
model to a student model using unlabeled data is
PAC learnable. To understand the working mecha-
nisms of knowledge distillation, Phuong & Lampert
obtained a theoretical justification for a generalization

arXiv:2006.05525

teacher is an m-component ensemble, the component logits (z1, . . . , zm), where zi = fi(x, ✓i), are
combined to form the teacher logits: zt = log (

Pm
i=1 �(zi)/m). These combined logits correspond

to the predictive distribution of the ensemble model average. The experiments in the main text
consider m 2 {1, 3, 5}, and we include results up to m = 12 in Appendix B.2.1

3.1 Knowledge Distillation

Hinton et al. [22] proposed a simple approach to knowledge distillation. The student minimizes a
weighted combination of two objectives, Ls := ↵LNLL+(1�↵)LKD, where ↵ 2 [0, 1). Specifically,

LNLL(zs,y) := �
cX

j=1

yj log �j(zs), LKD(zs, zt) := �⌧2
cX

j=1

�j

⇣zt
⌧

⌘
log �j

⇣zs
⌧

⌘
. (1)

LNLL is the usual supervised cross-entropy between the student logits zs and the one-hot labels y.
Recalling that KL(p||q) =

P
j pj(log qj � log pj), we see that LNLL is equivalent (up to a constant)

to the KL from the empirical data distribution to the student predictive distribution (p̂s). LKD is
the added knowledge distillation term that encourages the student to match the teacher. It is the
cross-entropy between the teacher and student predictive distributions p̂t = �(zt) and p̂s = �(zs),
both scaled by a temperature hyperparameter ⌧ > 0. If ⌧ = 1 then LKD is similarly equivalent to the
KL from the teacher to the student, KL(p̂t||p̂s). Since we focus on distillation fidelity, we choose
↵ = 0 for all experiments in the main text to avoid any confounding from true labels, but we also
include a limited ablation of ↵ in Figure 14 in Appendix C.5 for the curious reader.

As ⌧ ! +1, rzsLKD(zs, zt) ⇡ zt � zs, and thus in the limit rzsLKD is approximately equivalent
to rzs ||zt � zs||22/2, assigning equal significance to every class logit, regardless of its contribution
to the predictive distribution. In other words ⌧ determines the “softness” of the teacher labels, which
in turn determines the allocation of student capacity. If the student is much smaller than the teacher,
the student capacity can be focused on matching the teacher’s top-k predictions, rather than matching
the full teacher distribution by choosing a moderate value (e.g. ⌧ = 4). In Appendix B.1 we include
further discussion on the interplay of teacher ensemble size, teacher network capacity, and distillation
temperature on the student labels.

The teacher and student often share at least some training data. It is also common to enlarge the
student training data in some way (e.g. incorporating unlabeled examples as in Ba and Caruana [2]).
When there is a possibility of confusion, we will refer to the student’s training data as the distillation
data to distinguish it from the teacher’s training data.

3.2 Metrics and Evaluation

To measure generalization, we report top-1 accuracy, negative log-likelihood (NLL) and expected
calibration error (ECE) [16]. To measure fidelity, we report the following:

Average Top-1 Agreement :=
1

n

nX

i=1

1{argmax
j

�j(zt,i) = argmax
j

�j(zs,i)}, (2)

Average Predictive KL :=
1

n

nX

i=1

KL (p̂t(y|xi) || p̂s(y|xi)) , (3)

Eqn. (2) is the average agreement between the student and teacher’s top-1 label. Eqn. (3) is the
average KL divergence from the predictive distribution of the teacher to that of the student, a measure
of fidelity sensitive to all of the labels.

While improvements in generalization metrics are relatively easy to understand, interpreting fidelity
metrics requires some care. For example, suppose we have three independent models: f1, f2, and f3
that respectively achieve 55%, 75%, and 95% test accuracy. f1 and f3 can agree on at most 60% of
points, whereas f2 and f3 agree on at least 70%, but it would obviously be incorrect to make any
claim about f2 being a better distillation of f3 since each model was trained completely independently.
To account for such confounding when evaluating the distillation of a student s from a teacher t, we
also evaluate another student s0 distilled through an identical procedure from an independent teacher.

1Code for all experiments can be found here: https://github.com/samuelstanton/gnosis.
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• Knowledge distillation: training a small student network to emulate a larger 
teacher model or ensemble of networks
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Next time

• Guest lecture!
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